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Here at Causeway Pallets & Transport we store a wide varity of pallet types. This document shows the range of
pallets we supply our customer throughout the UK and Ireland.
Quality control
Prior to a pallet entering stock it is thoroughly checked and graded by an experienced quality control crew to
ensure the highest standards are maintained. High levels of stock are maintained throughout the year and careful
attention is paid to customer trends to ensure that all orders are satisfied.
Pallet clearance
Causeway offer the service of pallet clearance. All redundant pallets are removed and taken to our depot for
grading. A credit is subsequently shown on your account. All pallets entering our depot are checked, good pallets
are placed into stock, broken or damaged pallets are repaired. Scrap pallets are sent for recycling
Pallet repair
All pallets that haven’t met our strict quality control criteria are repaired to the manufacturers original specification.
Causeway ensure all repairs are carried out using new grade 1 timber and steel ring-shanked nails. A trained and
qualified pallet repairer carries out these repairs, always adhering to stringent safety procedures set in place and
regulated by the management.
Grading
Each company has different requirements, which is why Causeway offer a wide range of Grades, from this selection
you are sure to pick a product which is not only cost effective but suitable for your particular needs.
Service and delivery
We are constantly searching for the opportunity to provide our growing number of valued customers with an even
better service. Quality, efficiency and value for money is the key to our success and this formula is never
compromised. Causeway prides itself on offering a full and professional service to each and every customer,
whether they be a large multi-national or an independent company.

UK Pallets
Grade 1 Perimeter base - 1200 x 1000mm
A top quality UK specification pallet. Accepted in most
Regional Distribution Centres throughout the UK.
A very competitive alternative to a new pallet.

* Food grade
* Short or long boarded top deck
* Flush perimeter base
* Heavy duty 1 tonne lift
* 4-Way entry pallet

Grade 2 Perimeter base - 1200 x 1000mm
A good specification pallet accepted throughout the
UK. A cost effective alternative to a Grade 1 offering
equivalent strength in construction.

* General warehousing/distribution
* Short or long boarded top deck
* Flush perimeter base
* Heavy duty 1 tonne lift
* 4-Way entry pallet

Grade 3 Strapped - 1200 x 1000mm
A sturdy pallet offering a cheaper alternative to
Grade 1 and 2.
Can be used either way in racking systems.

* Warehousing/distribution
* Strapped perimeter base
* Medium weight with 750kg lift
* Versatile and economical
* 4-Way entry pallet

Grade 3 Legged - 1200 x 1000mm
A very economical medium weight pallet. Ideal for
handling with manual or electric pump trucks.

* Warehousing/distribution
* Legged open ended configuration
* Medium weight with 750kg lift
* Versatile and economical
* 4-Way entry pallet

Grade 3 VMF - 1200 x 1000mm
The winged top allows shrink-wrap to grip under top
deck which enables easy access with a firm hold.
A strong perimeterbase at a low rate.

* Warehousing/distribution
* All blocks slightly inset
* Heavy weight with 1 tonne lift
* Flush perimeterbase
* 4-Way entry pallet
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UK Pallets cont
Grade 3 Winged - 1200 x 1000mm
Benefits from a strong and often close boarded top
deck. Ideal low cost medium weight pallet.

* Warehousing/distribution
* Winged top
* Medium weight with 750kg lift
* 4-Way entry pallet

Grade 3 CP1 - 1200 x 1000mm
A very strong and safe pallet used within the chemical
manufacturing industry. Consistent specification made
under licence.

* Chemical/warehousing/distribution
* Legged with end blocks slightly inset
* Heavy weight with 1 tonne lift
* Close boarded top deck
* 4-Way entry pallet

Euro Pallets
Grade 1 Epal Stamped Euro - 1200 x 800mm
A top quality specification pallet accepted throughout
Europe. A very competitive alternative to a new pallet.

* Official european Epal stamp
* Food grade
* Heavy duty 1 tonne lift
* 4-Way entry pallet

Grade 2 Stamped Euro - 1200 x 800mm
A stamped heavyweight specification pallet accepted
throughout Europe. A cost effective European
stamped pallet.

* Official european stamp
* Warehouse/distribution
* Heavy duty 1 tonne lift
* 4-Way entry pallet

Grade 3 Unstamped Euro - 1200 x 800mm
A medium weight pallet used throughout the UK and
Europe. A cost effective Euro style pallet.

* Warehouse/distribution
* Medium weight 750kg lift
* 4-Way entry pallet
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Lightweight Pallets
Grade 4 Lightweight Pallet - 1200 x 1000mm
The economical choice for light goods. Ideal low cost
one trip pallet.

* Warehousing/distribution for light, bulky goods
* Mixed or separated grades available
* Light construction with 250kg-500kg lift
* 4-Way entry pallet

Grade 4 Lightweight Euro - 1200 x 800mm
The economical choice for light goods. Ideal low cost
one trip pallet.

* Warehouse/distribution
* For light bulky goods
* Light weight construction with 250kg-500kg lift
* 4-Way entry pallet

Drum Pallets
Drum Pallets
Very strong, safe pallet used within the chemical
manufacturing industry.
12 x 12 Ideal for storing four drums.
11 x 11 Ideal for storing in containers.

Chemical Spec Pallets
Grade 1 Perimeter Chemical Spec - 1200 x 1000mm
A top quality UK specification pallet. Accepted in most
Regional Distribution Centres throughout the UK.

* Chemical grade
* Short boarded top deck
* Flush perimeterbase
* Heavy duty 1 tonne lift
* 4-Way entry pallet

Pallet Collars
Collars 1200 x 1000mm Standard UK / 1200 x 800mm European
Ideal for travelling within a product rotation system

* Warehousing/distribution
* Flat pack for storage in small spaces when not in use
* Use one or multiples to achieve various heights
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Plastic Pallets
Plastic Pallets - 1200 x 1000mm Standard UK
A durable UK specification pallet. Accepted in most
Regional Distribution Centres. Ideal pallet for
exporting due to the
ISPM15 Regulation.

* Food grade
* Heavy duty 1 tonne lift
* 4-Way entry pallet
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